
Game instuctions (english) Erasmus+

K  erk  s and Görks

Developer: Lukas Hänsch, Felix Luther, Justus Wanko, Leon Taube

Number of players: 7-20 ( + 1 master of ceremonies)                           Grade: 6, 10-12

Material
 the original Kerks and Görks cards (Rolecards: ca. 25% Kerks, 75% Görks; Minigamecards)
 paper and pen / flipchart or chalkboard

Duration of the game
Depends on the amount of players  ca. 45-75  min.

Goal of the game
To beat the other group by kicking out the opponents of the other group.

Construction/Preparation
Clarify the rules; Seperate rolecards (Kerk or Görk) from cards with Minigame-instructions; Hand 
out role cards to every player. These role cards will be define your role throughout the game. Each 
player has to hide his role from other players.

Course of the game
After defining the roles (Kerk or Görk) one minigame gets drawn and will be played afterwards by 
the whole group. 

  The persons who got the Kerks card try to manipulate the game so that the whole group 
loses. But they have to do this as sneaky as possible so that the group does not know who 
the Kerk is. 

 The persons who got the Görks card try to win the game. Futher they try to find out who 
acts suspicios during the minigame and may be a Kerk.

 If the minigame is won the whole group chooses a player who might be a Kerk. This person 
has to show his rolecard  and will be kicked out (even if he is a Görk).  

 If the Minigame is lost all Görks have to close their eyes while the Kerks have to choose 
secretly one Görk that will be kicked out by the master of ceremonies.

Afterward the next Minigame will be played.
The game ends when only one fraction whether it is a Kerk or a Görk is in the game. This fraction 
wins.

Tips/winning strategy
Kerk: Lose on purpose, without beeing too obvious, Pokerface
Görk: Be suspicious, observe the behoviour of other players



Olympic values
 teamwork
 competition



Kerks and Görks


